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CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION

Tape off all entrances with caution tape.
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Shut down air handlers and fans. 
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Gently mix Sport Kote® PC 128SF or Sport 
Kote® 222SF. Then fill a plastic watering can 
or the KaiMotion™ with finish. It is a good 
idea to fill near your starting point so any 
spills can be feathered into the floor.
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FINISH APPLICATION

Be sure to shake or pull any loose fibers from 
weighted T-bar applicator.

Gently mix Sport Kote® PC 128SF. Then fill a 
plastic watering can or the KaiMotion™ with 
finish. It is a good idea to fill near your starting 
point so any spills can be feathered into the 
floor.

Pour a small puddle of finish on the floor to 
saturate the pad.
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Pour a 3”- 4” wide strip down the length of 
the gym to the opposite corner while pulling 
your applicator through the finish. Continue 
back and forth down the floor, pouring 
additional beads of finish as needed.
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Gently mix Sport Kote® PC 128SF or Sport 
Kote® 222SF. Then fill a plastic watering can 
or the KaiMotion™ with finish. It is a good 
idea to fill near your starting point so any 
spills can be feathered into the floor.
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Overlap 4 to 6 inches. Pour finish onto the 
floor from behind the applicator during each 
full length pass. Angle the applicator so finish 
runs off to the unfinished side. Do not allow a 
puddle to form in front of the applicator.

Move at a slow walk (walking too fast may 
produce excessive bubbling in the finish) and be 
sure to pour down less finish as you approach 
the wall.

Use caution on turns to eliminate puddles and 
missed areas.
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When the watering can or KaiMotion is empty, 
move it to an unfinished area to refill. 
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After the first coat is applied, consult your prod-
uct label for recoat times. Wrap your applicator 
head in a plastic bag.

Turn on air handlers and fans once the finish 
has started to dry to assist in the drying/
curing process. 
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When the final coat of Sport Kote PC is com-
pletely applied, discard any remaining finish 
from the watering can or KaiMotion.
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Remove the applicator from the T-Bar and 
dispose of the applicator pad properly.
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Allow 24 hours of cure time after the last coat 
is applied before opening the gym to traffic.
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NOTE: Two people are required to 
complete this procedure as described 
.
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